
Working
Forward
Join us in making our workplaces 

the best they can be for pregnant 

women and new mothers.



This document is here to support you in making  
your workplace the best it can be for pregnant 
women and new mothers. It offers best practice 
guidance from Working Forward Founding Members 
including case studies, advice and top tips.
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Welcome to Working Forward. We’re delighted that 
you’re interested in being part of our coalition to 
make British workplaces the best they can be for 
pregnant women and new mothers.

Retaining female talent is absolutely critical for the UK economy  
and for the businesses that fuel it. There has been significant progress 
over the last decade in the introduction of family-friendly working 
arrangements, yet women are still more likely than men to be  
in low-paying jobs and are under-represented in senior positions. 

In the current economic climate, it is critical that businesses fully 
capitalise on the skills and talents of everyone, regardless of gender. 
Companies that retain more women are not only doing the right thing 
but can also gain a competitive edge. Research from McKinsey  
shows that companies in the top quartile for gender diversity were  
15 per cent more likely to have financial returns above their respective 
national industry median.

We sincerely hope that you decide to join Working Forward. It’s 
 simple to get involved and will enable you to draw on a range of 
benefits and, most importantly, to drive positive cultural change in 
your business for the long term. 

David Isaac, CBE
Chair, Equality and Human Rights Commission. 
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Background
The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) launched 
Working Forward in September 2016 to help businesses to support 
women at a key point in their working lives and to bridge the gap 
between employee experiences of pregnancy and maternity leave 
and employer perception and understanding.

We know this is a huge issue for both businesses and mothers.  
In research commissioned with the Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills (BIS), 77 per cent of mothers reported they  
had at least one negative or possible discriminatory experience at 
work. Conversely, the majority of employers (84 per cent) recognised 
it was in their interest to support pregnant employees and employees 
on maternity leave.

Our aim
We are committed to working with businesses of all sizes, across  
all sectors, to bridge this gap and bring about a significant change.  
We want to encourage widespread dialogue on this topic and find 
and promote solutions that really work. Working Forward brings 
together a supportive business community so that peers can share 
their best practice.

Together, we want to raise the bar across the business community 
and bring about a sustained cultural shift, ultimately improving the 
experiences of employees and employers alike. This can happen by 
focusing on four key areas: leadership from the top down, ensuring 
confident employees, training and supporting line managers, and 
offering flexible working practices.

About Working Forward

77%

84%

of mothers reported they had at least 
one negative or possible discriminatory 

experience at work.

of employers recognised it was in their 
interest to support pregnant employees  

and employees on maternity leave.
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Our Founding Members
This initiative is being 
driven by a coalition of 
high profile employers 
leading the way on 
making their business 
the best it can be for 
pregnant women and  
new mothers.

Our Supporting 
Members
The initiative is also 
supported by leading 
industry bodies:

Together we are calling on companies of all sizes to join us and ensure that female  
talent is nurtured and valued without prejudice, for the long term.

To find out about the benefits of becoming a Working Forward Member, visit  
www.equalityhumanrights.com/workingforward
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Our research 

Over 3,000 businesses of varying sizes, across multiple industries, responded to our survey. 
The majority of employers displayed positive intentions towards supporting pregnant women 
and new mothers in the workplace. Some of our key findings include:

Positive employer intention

Find out more on our website: www.equalityhumanrights.com/pregnancy-research

agree that pregnant women and those returning from 
maternity leave are just as committed to their work as 

their colleagues.
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Around 

 8 out of 10 
employers

3.0

2 out of 3 
employers

do not think that pregnancy puts an unreasonable  
cost burden on the workplace.

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/managing-pregnancy-and-maternity-workplace/pregnancy-and-maternity-discrimination-research-findings


Our research 

Over 3,000 women responded to our survey, with 77 per cent of mothers reporting they had 
at least one negative or possibly discriminatory experience at work during their pregnancy, 
maternity leave or on their return to work. Other key findings include:

Negative employee experience

073.0 Our research Working Forward

If scaled up to the general population,  
this could mean 54,000 mothers a year.

If scaled up to the general population,  
this could mean 100,000 mothers a year.

3.0

11%

Around one in nine mothers (11 per cent) reported being 
dismissed; made compulsorily redundant, where others 
were not; or treated so poorly they felt they had to leave.

 1 in 5 
mothers

said they had experienced harassment or negative 
comments related to pregnancy or flexible working from 

their employer and/or colleagues.

Find out more on our website: www.equalityhumanrights.com/pregnancy-research

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/managing-pregnancy-and-maternity-workplace/pregnancy-and-maternity-discrimination-research-findings


Strong leadership from the top down is key to 
building the right foundation. It ensures that 
everyone in the company is aware of your policies 
and commitments and on board with your aims,  
so that supporting pregnant women and new 
mothers becomes part of the culture.

By developing their talent pipeline and recruiting, supporting and 
retaining the best candidates whatever their background or family 
situation, our Founding Members can ensure they benefit fully from 
the investment they make in staff and lead their respective industries.

“We want to recruit, retain and develop the very best, and that means 
getting the right mix of people,” says Mitie CEO Ruby McGregor-Smith, 
who is the company’s first female board member and has a personal 
commitment to supporting women within the organisation. 

“As a working mother with two children, I know the challenges faced 
in balancing a career with family. Mitie takes a more progressive 
approach to flexible working, and offers additional support such as 
childcare vouchers and a maternity coaching programme. I have  
also set five-year internal targets to make sure all areas of diversity 
are met across the business.”

084.1 Leadership from the top down Working Forward
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“Creating strong pipelines of women throughout our organisation 
makes good business sense,” agrees Moya Greene, Chief Executive 
Officer at Royal Mail. “We are constantly trying to find new and 
innovative ways to ensure all women, including pregnant women  
and new mothers, have access to relevant opportunities to build  
their careers and feel valued and part of the Royal Mail future.”

This includes a regular survey of current and previous employees 
who have taken maternity leave in the last five years to understand 
and learn from their experiences, and the establishment of a new 
Parents and Carers Steering Group.

BT Group has seen a high return rate among employees in response 
to a company-wide commitment to supporting pregnant women and 
new mothers.

“Our return rate for women after maternity leave is almost 86 per 
cent compared with the national average of 77 per cent,” explains 
Marc Allera, CEO of EE and BT’s Gender Sponsor. “We want to make 
sure that our people can thrive with us, whoever they are, and that 
we retain the brilliantly diverse talent they bring to our organisation. 
Supporting women taking maternity leave and returning to work 
through a number of specific policies, initiatives and programmes  
is an essential part of this.” 

4.1 Leadership from the top down
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“Our return rate 
is almost 86 per 
cent compared 
with the national 
average of 77 
per cent.”
Marc Allera. CEO of EE and BT’s Gender Sponsor. 
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Nominate a representative at board 
level to focus on improving practice 
in relation to pregnancy, maternity 
and return to work. Make sure 
everyone else knows about them. 

Set targets for retention 
of women returning from 
maternity leave, and be 
accountable for these.

Communicate your 
commitment to supporting 
pregnant women and new 
mothers to your employees, 
customers and suppliers.

Monitor changes and use 
the data to identify and 
address barriers to women 
progressing or being 
retained in the workplace.

1

3

2

4
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It’s important that employees feel able to initiate an 
open, two-way conversation with their line manager. 
If they are supported in working together to put 
plans in place for their pregnancy, maternity leave 
and return to work, it can lead to higher levels of 
employee satisfaction and increased staff retention.

Our research highlighted the importance of positive and open 
communication between employees and line managers.  
Where mothers felt unsupported and were not confident in  
their relationship with their line manager, they were more  
likely to not return to their employer.

Almost two in five women (38 per cent) did not feel able to request 
the flexible working options they would have wanted, and half of 
these mothers reported this was because they worried their request 
would be viewed negatively.

114.2 Ensuring confident employees Working Forward
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Barclays recognises the value of showing women that 
they can manage their career at the company and have 
a family, in order to attract and progress the best talent. 
The bank takes a proactive approach to supporting 
employees through a peer-to-peer coaching 
programme offering career advice to women going  
on and returning from maternity or adoption leave.  
It was established several years ago by Sally Rushton, 
Deputy Head of the EMEA Power, Utilities and 
Infrastructure team.

“Women don’t just need to have confidence in 
themselves, but also in their employer, to know that 
they are being heard and have the support they 
need,” she says. “There is so much female talent in 
this organisation, women who have helped to grow 
and lead the business with substantial knowledge and 
experience to share. It is crucial for Barclays to harness 
and nurture that talent, which is why the coaching 
programme is so important: women have told me that 
it has been critical to their continued development and 
success here.”

Many of our Founding Members have established 
working parents’ networks to ensure that pregnant 
women and new mothers are fully informed, have a 
voice within their company and play a key role in  
policy planning.

124.2 Ensuring confident employees Working Forward
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“Women don’t 
just need to 
have confidence 
in themselves, 
but also in their 
employer.”
Sally Rushton. 

Deputy Head of EMEA Power, Utilities and Infrastructure, Barclays.
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Transport for London has established a Women’s Staff Network Group, 
which in turn has developed a Parental Community. This provides an 
opportunity for employees to discuss any issues and develop ways of 
working that will benefit both employees and the business.

A key component of this is a ‘Buddy’ scheme: this allows anyone 
at Transport for London to contact a Buddy, who has experience of 
pregnancy at work, different types of parental leave and/or life as  
a working parent, for support and advice. Everyone is able to use  
the scheme, whether they are pregnant, have a partner who is  
pregnant, are on parental leave, a working parent or just thinking  
of becoming one.

The organisation has also partnered with pregnancy charity Tommy’s 
to bring their Pregnancy at Work scheme to its employees. The 
scheme benefits around 500 pregnant employees, their partners and 
line managers each year by offering access to Tommy’s accredited 
pregnancy health and wellbeing advice and their in-house midwives.

Alison Robb, Group Director at the Nationwide Building Society, 
understands the need for continuous support:

“We understand that returning to work as a new mother can be an 
exciting but also a potentially daunting prospect, not least because of 
the sheer pace of change in any workplace. Understanding this, and 
supporting pregnant women to prepare for their maternity leave and 
then helping them experience a smooth transition back to work,  
is incredibly important. As a result, the vast majority (almost 86  
per cent) of our female employees who become mothers  
choose to return.”



A personal point of view 
Olesha Rhoden is Personal Assistant to the 
Director of Learning and Development at  
Royal Mail. She joined the company  
in July 2013 and will be a first-time mum.

“My experience of being pregnant at work has been a really 
positive one. I knew through the Policy Team that I could speak 
to the employee Advice and Support team about pay and what 
I am entitled to on maternity leave. That has been really helpful 
for me when planning my time away. 

My line manager has been particularly fantastic. She works away 
from the office but always checks to see that I have the support 
I need. I asked for a risk assessment early on, and we’ve been 
monitoring my workload since then.

Being able to work more flexibly has made a big difference to 
my experience. I work from 8am to 4pm to avoid the travel rush 
hour and my manager suggested I also think about the option to 
work from home when I needed to. So we have now agreed that 
I work from home one day a week.

As a result, I feel fully prepared for going on maternity leave,  
and know that my line manager is reassured about my 
commitment to my role.”

144.2 Ensuring confident employees Working Forward
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Communicate company maternity 
and pregnancy policies, 
initiatives and health and safety 
risk assessments and ensure 
employees can access and 
understand them.

1

Offer one-
to-one peer 
support and 
mentoring. 

3

Set up a 
support 
network  
for working 
parents.

Support network

2

Provide employees with a 
communications plan that they can 
tailor to cover pregnancy, maternity 
and return to work, and ensure 
early ongoing conversations with 
their line managers.

4
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Line managers are the first point of contact 
for pregnant employees and mothers 
returning to the workplace, so it is crucial 
that they’re equipped and feel supported 
to have early conversations with their team 
and put a plan in place – together.

However, our research found that 55 per cent of 
employers provided no guidelines, training or support to 
managers on managing pregnancy and maternity. 

The John Lewis Partnership sees a clear business case 
for doing so:

“We believe that the ability of our managers to engage 
with and support working mothers benefits the individual, 
their family and the business,” says Personnel Director 
Tracey Killen. “Investment in the right support and 
providing both parties with practical guidance can make  
a real difference to our working mothers – from when 
they discover they are becoming a parent, in their 
time away from work and, importantly, on their  
return to work – and to the people who  
manage them.” 

164.3 Training and supporting line managers Working Forward
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“The ability of our 
managers to support 
working mothers 
benefits the individual, 
their family and the 
business.”
Tracey Killen. Personnel Director, The John Lewis Partnership.



Fiona Ryland, HR Director at Compass Group UK and 
Ireland, thinks that training  
is key:

“More can be done to support line managers, to help 
create an open and constructive dialogue for both 
parties. We have found that there can be a nervousness 
among managers about what can and can’t be said, 
which ends up being counterproductive. By developing 
straightforward policies (for both employer and employee) 
and ensuring that managers are fully briefed, companies 
will be better equipped to support and assist their 
employees.”

Offering easily understandable and accessible guidance 
is another way to support line managers: information 
around health and safety such as risk assessments, 
statutory rights relating to time off for appointments and 
advice on dealing with flexible working requests are 
especially important.

174.3 Training and supporting line managers Working Forward
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“By ensuring 
that managers 
are fully briefed, 
companies will be 
better equipped to 
support and assist 
their employees.”
Fiona Ryland.  

HR Director, Compass Group UK and Ireland.



BT Group has produced a pregnancy and  
maternity handbook.

“We can’t get away from the fact that men currently 
outnumber women at BT, and that sometimes means 
that women returning from maternity leave feel like 
pioneers,” says BT Inclusion Specialist Sally Ward. 
“Rather than introduce a new policy or dry guidance 
document, we developed a handbook in close 
collaboration with our Women’s Network. It features 
real and relatable stories, advice and top tips from 
women within the organisation who have been 
through pregnancy and maternity leave to enable 
line managers to better understand and support 
employees.”

Ultimately, says Barclays Global Head of Diversity 
and Inclusion Mark McLane, it is about ensuring that 
everyone understands the intent behind what you  
are doing.

“Legislation and policy is the foundation, but the 
important bit is about how it is then interpreted  
by managers.”

184.3 Training and supporting line managers Working Forward
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A personal point of view
Tracey Larkman is a Unit Manager for Compass Group  
UK and Ireland, working within its healthcare business.  
Tracey has been working for the company since 2010  
and manages 23 colleagues.

“When my team member Raechel, a supervisor in Healthcare Retail, became 
pregnant she asked me to consider a shift change to allow her to return to 
work more easily, and also to fit in with her partner’s shifts to save on childcare. 
This was especially important as Raechel didn’t have family close by and 
childcare was very costly. 

I was a bit apprehensive to start with because I wasn’t sure how this would 
work out with the rest of the team, or against the high level of service that still 
needed to be delivered.

However, after looking into what could be done, speaking to my line manager 
and HR, we were confident we could find a solution.

So, I looked at what we could do and managed to arrange the roster for 
Raechel to work her 37.5 hours in a condensed week. The roster is rolling so 
we both know exactly where we are going to be months in advance.  
This allows Raechel to organise her life well in advance, and for me to manage 
my team effectively – it really has worked out well for everyone.”

194.3 Training and supporting line managers Working Forward
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Set up an advice 
service and a 
peer-to-peer 
support network 
for line managers.

Offer advice to line managers on how to identify  
and tackle health and safety risks for both pregnancy 
and breastfeeding, and set up a communication plan 
with employees.

1

3

Encourage all line 
managers to complete 
the free Acas maternity/
pregnancy training course 
available to Working 
Forward members.

2

4.3 Training and supporting line managers4.0

Top tips



According to the Women’s Business Council, while 
the majority of mothers work, many face barriers and 
find it difficult to balance their work and care needs, 
especially those on lower incomes. 

It is widely recognised that a key component in the progression and 
retention of women in work – and indeed everyone – is the provision 
of flexible working. This in turn can have a positive impact on the 
bottom line: engaged employees are known to perform better at 
work, and improved employee engagement is related to improved 
financial performance. 

In research conducted by the Women’s Business Council into the 
benefits that flexible working brings to employers, 76 per cent report 
that it improves staff retention and 73 per cent report that it improves 
staff motivation.*

Flexible working has increased in recent years. However, it is  
still more prevalent in the public sector than the private sector,  
and can often be met with suspicion and cynicism from  
colleagues: 51 per cent of the women we interviewed who had  
a flexible working request approved experienced a negative 
consequence including being given fewer opportunities than  
other colleagues at the same level and feeling their opinion 
was less valued. 

* Getting On and Branching Out Evidence Paper: Transitions in work, flexible 
working and maternity
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What is ‘flexible working’?
The term ‘flexible working’ describes a type of working 
arrangement that gives some degree of flexibility on how 
long, where and when employees work. The flexibility 
may be in terms of working times, working location 
including working from home and the pattern of working.  
It can include flexitime, part-time working and job sharing.

The senior leadership team at Compass Group UK and 
Ireland recognises the barriers to working that mothers 
can face, and the benefits that overcoming them can  
bring to a business.

The company has become the first in the food services 
industry to tackle the shortage of female chefs and has 
made a public commitment to have women form 50 per 
cent of its chef workforce by 2020, significantly exceeding 
the industry standard of 18.5 per cent.

“We are committed to nurturing the amazing female talent 
we have within our businesses,” says Managing Director 
Dennis Hogan. “Having recently launched our Woman 
in Food programme, we recognise the importance of 
providing a flexible, inclusive workplace to help all  
of our colleagues thrive.”
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Mitie CEO Ruby McGregor-Smith calls 
on other businesses to also consider 
flexible working; she acknowledges that 
many are in favour of doing so but may 
need guidance on how.

“I would like to see employers offering 
employment contracts that reflect the 
job itself – rather than where and what 
is done – and avoid terms that can 
be misleading such as ‘part-time’ and 
‘full-time’. If we could also improve the 
affordability of childcare and offer more 
flexible maternity leave options, I think 
the next generations of mums will be in 
a significantly better position.”

234.4 Flexible working practices Working Forward
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“I would like to see 
employers offering 
employment contracts 
that reflect the job itself 
– rather than where 
and what is done.” 
Ruby McGregor-Smith. CEO, Mitie.
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Advertise all jobs as 
open to flexible working 
(where appropriate) 
and promote a wide 
range of flexible working 
practices.

Be transparent and 
clear about the types 
of flexible working 
the organisation has 
considered, offered  
and granted.

Trial new 
ways of 
working.

Celebrate and 
showcase 
examples where 
flexible working 
is successful.
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Become a member of Working Forward
Work with us now to set the standard  
and stand out as a leader in this area. 

The first step in becoming a valued member of  
Working Forward is to sign the pledge. This signals your 
commitment to drive change within your organisation. 

Simply complete our short online form at  
www.equalityhumanrights.com/workingforward

Once you have joined our coalition, you’ll receive a 
welcome email with an invitation to join the Working 
Forward LinkedIn Group, where you’ll have access  
to a network of like-minded businesses and free content.

As a member, you will also benefit from a subscription to 
the Working Forward e-newsletter, a free downloadable 
toolkit including Acas training modules, and the 
opportunity to attend exclusive events.

Help us spread the word
Our members play a key part in helping us to recruit 
others to join the Working Forward movement. So, please 
share this document with your employees, customers  
and suppliers.
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Join Working Forward to benefit from 
access to a network of like-minded 
businesses and free training and resources.

#WorkingForward
pregnancy@equalityhumanrights.com
www.equalityhumanrights.com/workingforward

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/workingforward
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